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Keeping a DREAM alive
by: Darryl W. Perry

On January 15, many Americans observed
Martin Luther King, Jr Day with a bank
holiday, school closures, and no postal
service; otherwise it’s not really holiday that
is celebrated by most Americans. King is
probably best known for his “I Have a
Dream” speech from 1963 where he
famously said:
“I have a dream that one day this nation will
rise up and live out the true meaning of its
creed: “We hold these truths to be selfevident: that all men are created equal.””
King added, “I have a dream that my four
children will one day live in a nation where
they will not be judged by the color of their
skin but by the content of their character.”
After the white nationalist rallies in
Charlottesville, VA and other cities across
the country in 2017, it is obvious that
King’s dream has not come true. And nearly
55 year’s after King’s famous speech, a new
generation of young people have their own
dream: to be exempted from deportation.

brought into the U.S. illegally as children is
“probably dead.”” Adding, “Trump said last
year that he’s killing the [Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)] program
unless Congress sends him legislation by
March to keep it.”

of the Development, Relief, and Education
for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act, which was
first introduced in Congress in 2001 under a
different name, and in 2007 as the
DREAMAct.
While Congress refuses to act, Jeff Bezos
along with the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation; the Ford Foundation; the
PepsiCo Foundation; and the Coca-Cola
Foundation have donated to TheDream.us,
an organization “working to help over 4,000
highly motivated DREAMers graduate from
college with career-ready degrees,” with
Bezos making a donation to fund 1,000
scholarships.

DACA is an Obama-era policy to exempt
from deportation anyone who: arrived in the
United States as a minor in violation of US
immigration laws prior to June 15, 2012;
has lived in the United States continuously
since June 15, 2007; is a student, graduated
with a diploma or GED, or has an honorable
discharge from the US military; does not
have a felony, or serious misdemeanor
conviction; and who is not a threat to
national security or public safety.
Unfortunately since it appears DACA is
dead; tens of thousands of DACA eligible
Currently about 800,000 people are eligible youth who are currently in high school may
to apply for protection under DACA. never be able to take advantage of a
However President Trump has said he plans scholarship funded by Bezos. Which means
to end the program, thus killing the dream that these DREAMers could wake up one
of these 800,000 DREAMers. Those morning to the real life nightmare of being
covered
under
DACA are called deported to a country of which they have no
DREAMers
because
DACA is the successor memories.
CNBC reports, “President Donald Trump
says a program to protect immigrants
brought

Bye, bye, FBI? The case for disbanding the federal
Frankenstein’s Monster

by: Thomas L. Knapp

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is
always under fire for something. As of late
January, that something is destruction of
evidence. Text messages between agents
involved in the Bureau’s investigations of
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump, from a
key time frame during the presidential
transition,
are missing. Congress, the
Bureau, and the US Justice Department are
at each other’s throats over the missing
messages and what they might say.
It’s far from the first time, as James Bovard
points out at The Hill. In 1973, acting FBI
director Patrick Gray was forced to resign
for destroying evidence in the Watergate
investigation. After the 1992 murder of
Vicki Weaver by an FBI sniper, an FBI
division chief went to prison for destruction
of evidence in that case.
The FBI has had 110 years to prove its
worth. A dispassionate look at its history
says that it’s far more often served as a
center for blackmail, corruption, and
political manipulation than as anything
resembling a legitimate law enforcement
agency.
In fact, it was a bad idea in the first place.

The FBI — then merely the Bureau of
Investigation, or BOI — was created during
a congressional recess and without
congressional approval by the Attorney
General in 1908 for purposes of
“investigating” (read: Drumming up a scare
over) the role of prostitution in “white
slavery,” a forerunner of today’s “human
trafficking” panic. It’s pretty much gone
downhill from there.

While the FBI has no particularly
compelling, or even legitimate, mission, it
certainly has its illegitimate uses. It’s
probably not going too far to think of J.
Edgar Hoover, the FBI’s first director, as
having been a sort of shadow president for
much of his 48 years of service. He used
agents to get the goods on aspiring political
leaders, and apparently used that
information to get what he wanted from
them both for the Bureau itself and in
The US Constitution defines only three public policy generally.
federal crimes: Treason, piracy and
counterfeiting. The first two are military One big problem with a federal law
matters and the third is handled by the enforcement agency as big and well-funded
Secret Service. There’s no room for an FBI as the FBI is that at some points it’s almost
in a constitutional law enforcement scheme. certain to stop working for the rest of the
government and start running the rest of the
One excuse for keeping the FBI going has government. Election? Who needs an
been to facilitate investigations of crimes election? Just ask J. Edgar what to do.
with an interstate angle. But given today’s
technology, the states could presumably set Unfortunately, the second big problem with
up their own clearinghouses to exchange such an agency is that it’s hard to get rid of
information and track down cross-border after more than a century of nearly
bank robbers and kidnappers. The FBI is uncontested power.
just another bureaucratic layer inserting
itself between the commission of a crime But we should try.
and the arrest of those thought to be Republished with permission.
Thomas L. Knapp is director and senior news analyst at the William
responsible.
Lloyd Garrison Center for Libertarian Advocacy Journalism. He lives
and works in north central Florida.

Community Calendars
RECURRING EVENTS
KEENE

Every Sunday – Social Sunday:
Burger, 82 Main St. – 6pm

Local

Bitcoin Meet-Up: (details vary, check keene.bitcoin.com)

LAKES REGION

Third Saturday – Lakes Region Porcupine
Meeting: New Hong Kong Buffet 12 Old
State Rd Unit 3, Belmont – 12-2pm

LEBANON

Last Tuesday of the month – Upper Valley
Porcupines:
Ziggy's Pizza, 254 North
Plainfield Road, West Lebanon – 6-8pm

MANCHESTER

First Saturday of the month – Merrimack
Valley Porcupines: – 11am (location varies, check
ShireCalendar.FPP.cc)

Every Tuesday – Taproom Tuesday:
Murphy's Taproom, 494 Elm St. – 5-7pm
Every Sunday – Shire Bitcoin Meetup:
Strange Brew Tavern, 88 Market St –
6-9pm

NASHUA

Every Sunday – Nashua Liberty Meetup:
Martha's Exchange, 185 Main St. – 6-8pm

NEWMARKET

Last Sunday of every month – Freecoast
Bitcoin Meet Up: Burrito Liberation, 170
Main St – 3-5pm

PORTSMOUTH

Every Tuesday – Freecoast Bitcoin Meetup:
STREET, 801 Islington St – 6-9pm

SEACOAST

Every Thursday – NH Seacoast Liberty
Meetup: rotates weekly between Dover,
Exeter, Hampton, Portsmouth & Rochester
– 7pm
(location varies, check ShireCalendar.FPP.cc)

Submit your events to editor@fpp.cc –
please send event information by the final
Sunday of each month.
More events can be found online at
ShireCalendar.FPP.cc
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We believe that copying is a form of flattery and do not
abide by the copyright laws. Those laws serve to restrict the
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FPP News is published monthly on the first Friday after the
last Sunday of every month. A single copy of FPPNews may
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free, additional copies are $5 each. Payment for additional
copies can be sent via Bitcoin to the above QR code or
online at http://Bitcoin.FPP.cc
Subscriptions are $12 USD per year.
Subscribe online at http://News.FPP.cc or via US Mail to:
FPP
c/o Darryl W. Perry
63 Emerald St #369
Keene, NH 03431
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About that non-shutdown
by: Darryl W. Perry

Shortly after midnight on January 20 the
federal government, we are told, was
shutdown. However most people didn’t
notice any differences in their daily life.
CNN reports, “Essential services, such as
Social Security, air traffic control and the
Transportation Security Administration, will
continue to be funded even if some
employees of those agencies are not.
The US Postal Service won’t stop serving
residents — you’ll still get your mail.”

may be eligible to receive unemployment
compensation during the period of time in
which they aren’t working. Which means
that some furloughed workers will actually
get paid twice for the time in which they
aren’t working.
Those federal employees who are not being
furloughed will also be paid once the
shutdown ends. That means the US military
will continue to the global War on Terror –
drone bombings and all, the NSA will
continue to spy on millions of Americans
without a warrant, the TSA will continue to
molest airline passengers, and federal
prisons will continue to hold nonviolent
offenders of US drug laws however Vox
reports, “Civil litigation efforts at the
Department of Justice… [will] cease.”

However tourists were rebuffed from
visiting the Statue of Liberty and Ellis
Island over the weekend. That’s because
National Parks are part of the nonessential
services that are affected by the so-called
shutdown, which according to CNN
includes “agencies that pay out small A “government shutdown” isn’t actually a
business loans and process passport shutdown at all, it’s a failure of the
Congress to pass a budget, even if the
requests.”
budget is in the form of a Continuing
The one question that remains unanswered Resolution. These supposed shutdowns are
is: “Why are there nonessential federal simply an excuse for those in power to
implement the Washington Monument
employees?” But I digress.
strategy, which Roll Call describes as “an
Even though nearly 800,000 federal old legislative ploy where an agency
employees are being placed on furlough, the threatens to close popular services first”
American taxpayers are not saving any instead of actually eliminating those
money.
FoxNews
reports,
“Federal nonessential and/or unpopular services. But
employees typically receive back pay I guess Republicans only want to support
shortly upon their return.” Additionally spending cuts when they don’t control both
houses of Congress and the White House!
many of the furloughed federal employees

The Porcupine Athletic Club exists to co-ordinate
participation in various athletic events; 5Ks, sports
leagues, and other individual/team athletic events.

PorcupineAthletic.Club
Veterans in Politics: It’s Not About Honor
by: Thomas L. Knapp

The Atlantic’s Ronald Brownstein reports
that a new political organization, With
Honor, “has launched a major effort to elect
to the House more recent military veterans
who commit to working across party lines.
… a bipartisan core of House Members who
are inclined to seek common ground,
whatever their personal views.”

president. Why would they? Their most
credible veteran candidates had lost five
times in a row to non-veterans or to
politicians with disputed claims as to the
character of their military service.
I’ll let you in on three little secrets:

First, the only thing all veterans have in
common is that we’re former government
Clerks.
Cooks.
Cops.
The idea that veterans are particularly well- employees.
Mechanics.
Truck
drivers.
And,
yes,
some
suited for political office — in part because
of “their experience working in diverse combatants.
teams that pursue common goals under
great stress,” as Brownstein describes With Second, we all joined the military for our
Honor CEO Rye Barcott’s view — is not a own reasons. For college money. Because
new one. Nor is the expectation of a ready there weren’t a lot of good jobs in our
and waiting bloc of voters, many perhaps towns. To learn a marketable skill. And, yes,
veterans themselves, who are inclined to some of us out of our own personal notions
of duty or patriotism.
support veteran candidates.
Perhaps that was once the case, but it isn’t Third, we all have our own political
any more. The notion is anchored in a convictions, from staunch conservative to
bleeding heart liberal to social democrat to
bygone age.
radical libertarian. Put three veterans in a
From 1952 to 1992, there was no point in room and you’ll get four answers to
bothering to run for president if you weren’t whatever question you ask them.
a World War Two veteran (the lone
exception, Jimmy Carter, was about to Forming a political organization around
graduate from the US Naval Academy when veterans is like forming a political
organization around restaurant workers,
the war ended).
stamp collectors, or avid kayakers. If it
In 1992, non-veteran Bill Clinton, slammed ever made sense, it stopped making sense a
by some as a draft-dodger, defeated long time ago.
incumbent World War Two veteran George
H.W. Bush. In 1996, that same non-veteran Political organizations should be formed
around principles and policy proposals, not
beat World War Two veteran Bob Dole.
around people who have the same former
In 2000, George W. Bush, technically a employer.
veteran but thought a deserter by many, beat
an actual Vietnam veteran, Al Gore — and I’m not looking for politicians who “work
in 2004 he again won versus Vietnam across party lines” to “find common
ground.” I’m looking for candidates who
veteran John Kerry.
will defend our liberty and reduce the size,
In 2008,
non-veteran Barack Obama scope and power of government. And I
defeated veteran and former POW John don’t care who those politicians used to
work for. Neither should you.
McCain.
In 2012 and 2016, neither major American
political party bothered to run a veteran for

Republished with permission.
Thomas L. Knapp is director and senior news analyst at the William
Lloyd Garrison Center for Libertarian Advocacy Journalism. He lives and
works in north central Florida.
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In defense of immigration from “Sh*thole
Countries”

Protectionism: Trump’s Tariff-ic attack on your
wallet

endlessly about who uses it (besides which, by: Thomas L. Knapp
“Why are we having all these people from immigrants pay more per capita in taxes and On January 22, US Trade Representative
shi*hole countries come here?” US consume less per capita in welfare benefits Robert Lighthizer fired the first shots of the
president Donald Trump allegedly asked than native-born Americans ).
Trump administration’s 2018 trade agenda:
during an Oval Office meeting, further
Tariffs of 30% on imported solar panels,
musing that the US should try to strike a Secondly, as sociologist and essayist and tariffs starting at 20% on imported
new balance with fewer immigrants from Jacques Delacroix points out, the incentives residential washing machines. In the name
Africa and the Caribbean and more from, for immigration run in the opposite of “protecting” jobs — “America First!” —
direction from that Trump’s comment the administration is dead-set on making
say, Norway.
assumes:
you poorer.
Well, of course, he shouldn’t have put it
THAT way, if he did (he denies it). Between Immigrants from wealthy states like Yes, the tariffs may benefit a few people
the language and the demographics in his Norway (which has a higher per capita GDP (stockholders and employees of American
supposed example, he’s handed his and a more robust welfare state than the solar panel and washing machine makers),
opponents the opportunity for a doubly US) are more likely to be from the bottom if foreign governments don’t retaliate in
delicious round of public moral preening — of the barrel — the people who can’t or kind and then some with their own tariff
look how vulgar, and how racist, Donald won’t make out well for themselves in an schemes. That’s a big if.
economy even better than ours, but have
Trump is!
enough money to get on a plane and take For everyone else, the effect is very simple:
Maybe they’re right. But they’re missing their laziness and complaining elsewhere.
It will now cost you more to do your
much bigger points. Whatever his
laundry, or to abandon expensive electricity
phraseology, and regardless of any racial Immigrants from poor states like Haiti, for cheap electricity, than it otherwise
differences between the populations of the Somalia, and — Delacroix’s example — would have. And since you’ll be spending
countries he chooses as examples, he got India are more likely to be the cream of the more money on those things, you’ll have
the whole matter backward in two important crop, those ambitious enough to leave less left over to spend on other things,
everything they know behind and start over including American goods and services.
ways.
in search of success, in some cases, even
First and foremost, neither Donald Trump risking starvation in the desert or shark- Writers on on economics, from Frederic
nor Congress should be choosing who infested waters on inner tubes for a Bastiat to Henry Hazlitt, have emphasized
comes to America. That’s the market’s job, minimum wage opportunity.
looking at policies not just for their intended
not the government’s job, and certainly not
effects but for unintended ones. That is, not
the federal government’s job. Prospective Again: The market’s got this, if the just for the “seen,” but also “the unseen.”
employers and prospective employees don’t politicians will just butt out and knock off
disgusting,
anti-American, In this case, the “seen” is that workers at a
need politicians to tell them whether or not their
authoritarian
control
freakery.
they can get together. They can figure that
few American companies may remain
out for themselves. If it’s government Republished with permission.
working and even get raises instead of being
L. Knapp is director and senior news analyst at the William
largess that’s the problem, well, end the Thomas
laid off; and that stockholders in those
Lloyd Garrison Center for Libertarian Advocacy Journalism. He lives and
welfare state already instead of complaining works in north central Florida.
companies may see the value of their shares
by: Thomas L. Knapp

LP Western NH Quarterly
LP Western NH will be holding its quarterly Meeting
meeting on February 17 in the Roxbury
Room of the Hannah Grimes Center. All
members of the public are welcome, but
only LPWNH members may make motions
or vote.
We may also have an appearance by a
potential 2018 Gubernatorial candidate.
To join LP Western NH, please visit
http://lpwesternnh.org/join
LPWNH Membership is open to anyone
who:
a) has certified in writing (or electronically)
that they oppose the initiation of force to
achieve political or social goals; AND
b) is domiciled in Cheshire County; AND
c) believes in the objectives, purposes and
principles of the LPWNH; AND
d) has an active membership with the
Libertarian Party of New Hampshire.
LPWNH Membership is currently free.

rise, and perhaps collect dividends, instead
of taking losses when they sell their shares.
The “unseen?”

The restaurant staff who lose hours, or even
their jobs, because you aren’t eating out as
much.
The makers of manufactured goods that you
didn’t buy because that washing machine or
solar panel cost more than you counted on.
The mechanic who missed out on overtime
because you put off that brake job
(hopefully you won’t have an accident!) …
oh, and that meant he had to cancel a
planned vacation. Sorry about those empty
rooms and your lost hours, hotel workers.
Tariffs help a few people visibly and in a
big way, while harming a lot of people far
less visibly and far less noticeably.
Politicians typically love policies like that
because such policies allow them to rack up
votes and campaign contributions from
some constituencies without enraging
others. Donald Trump wasn’t supposed to
be a typical politician, though.
David Hannum was right: There’s a sucker
born every minute. On tariffs, is Donald
Trump the sucker, or is it his supporters
who are getting conned? My guess: Both.
Republished with permission.
Thomas L. Knapp is director and senior news analyst at the William
Lloyd Garrison Center for Libertarian Advocacy Journalism. He lives and
works in north central Florida.

2018 Annual LPNH Convention
Join us at the 2018 LPNH Annual Convention on April 28!
Lunch & Banquet Tickets must be purchased by April 13. You can register
for the Business Session at the door. You will NOT be able to buy a Lunch
or Banquet Session ticket at the door.
If you are a member of the LPNH, this is your chance to vote on any
Bylaws, Constitution & Platform changes as well as elect the Executive
Committee.
The featured lunch speaker is former US Senate candidate from Colorado,
Lily Tang Williams, who grew up in Communist China.
Keynote Speaker this year is Caryn Ann Harlos – Libertarian National
Committee Region 1 Representative & Chair of the Historical Preservation
Committee, will speak about the history of the LP’s Statement of Principles.
We welcome both LPNH Members and Non-Members to both sessions of
the convention, however only LPNH Members who are inhabitants of New
Hampshire and have been a State Party member in good standing for at
least 30 days may vote during the business session. If you'd like to have
voting privileges, payment for your membership must be received by
March 28, 2018 To learn more, or to register, please visit
https://www.lpnh.org/convention/

